
7 класс: 

Complete the second sentence so that it has a SIMILAR meaning to the first 

sentence(s). Use and DO NOT CHANGE the word given. Use  between TWO and FIVE 

words. 

Вставьте от 2 до 5 слов (включая слово, ДАННОЕ после предложения) во второе 

предложение так, чтобы оно было близко по значению к первому/первым. Вы 

должны обязательно использовать и не изменять ДАННОЕ слово. 

0. I can see a lot of pupils in the classroom.              THERE                                          

    THERE ARE      a lot of pupils. 

1. It is  not allowed to take photos in our museum.                                        MUST 

You _________________ photos in our museum. 

2.  We have an  English test on Monday. Our teacher has just told us.                      ARE     

We ___________________________an English test on Monday. 

3. Ben’s granny promised to buy him a laptop if his marks are good.                      BUY 

If Ben gets good marks, his granny______________ a laptop. 

4. Did you visit England?                                                                                         EVER 

____________________________ been to England? 

5. “Hobbit” is a good book but I like “Harry Potter” more.                             THAN 

“Harry Potter”   _________________________ “Hobbit”. 

6. Last Saturday I watched a film  and then suddenly my friend phoned.                    WHILE 

____________________________________________film last Saturday, my friend phoned. 

7. I am thirsty. I’ll buy something to drink.                                                               GOING 

I ________________________________something to drink. 

8. Kate wanted to surf the Internet yesterday  but there wasn’t electricity.                    DID 

Kate _________________________________because there wasn’t electricity.  

9. I really dislike playing loud computer games.                                                             

STAND 

I _________________ playing computer games. 

10. I have three dogs and two younger brothers. That’s why my flat is a noisy place.   QUIET 



_________________________________in my flat because of my pets and brothers. 

 

 

ОТВЕТЫ: 

 

1. must not take / mustn’t take 

2. are going to have / are having/ are writing/ are told that we have/ are going to do/ are 

doing 

3. will buy him/ is going to buy 

4. have you ever 

5. is a better book than / is better than / is more interesting than/ is better than the/ is 

better for me than/    is more fantastic than 

6. while I was watching (a/the)/ while watching a 

7. am going to buy 

8. did not surf the internet / didn’t surf the internet / didn’t surf the internet yesterday 

9. can’t stand / cannot stand 

10. it is not quiet / it isn’t quiet/ it is never quiet/ it’s never quiet  

 

 


